Went over user stories - all look good.
Focus on where MSPs have their products.
Show things like:
  - Device ID
  - Reseller Name (not important actually)
Clicking→Zoom in view.
Zoomed Out→Populated by things in the area.
Zooming in, sort of like a filter.
MSPs can look up customers by Device IDs
When sprints will occur on the calendar, code freeze at week 12, and **reduce to 2-week sprints**.

- Show weather across map for both internal and external, but show zoomed in view for external users.
- Login will be mocked data for now.
- Have a list on the side of the map of the highest risk devices.
  - Each device will be listed by its device ID.
  - This list will be filtered based on zoom level. (Only list shown devices)
- When clicking on a high risk area of heatmap, zoom into that area.

Break up the “adopting technologies” risk. Don’t have a probability of 1. Also break up Risk #3 as well.

Todo:
- Project Plan - Schedule wasn’t finished (clean it up)
- Fix the timesheets
- Break down user stories
- Break down risks